EQuIS™ Sample Planning Module (SPM)
Planning, Management and Tracking software for
Environmental Data Collection Activities
Plan future tasks and Track against actual results
SPM schedules unique or repetitive events and tasks, compares
planned events on a calendar to actual activities and tracks
completeness. Task tracking includes:
 Compliance
 Field Activities
 Laboratory Activities:
 Sample Receipt Notifications (SRN)
 Electronic Chains of Custodies (eCoC)
 Sampling kit request forms
 Event Optimizations
 Land Access

 Filtered Views for status and personnel
 Resource Assignments for personnel
 Commitments (authorities, regulatory requirements)
 Completeness Tracking

“

We have just successfully run our
first 'proper' schedule creation exercise
on the live database using your brilliant
batch scheduler. We scheduled 112
sites for October and it took 3 minutes
and 3 seconds! We estimate that it
would have taken 5 to 6 hours to
schedule all tasks manually, so a great
tool. I cannot check every single task,
activity, sample, result, but from a
filtered list of each table viewed in Pro
(EQuIS Professional) it all looks OK. I
will be interested to hear what kind of
feedback you get from other users in
due course. This is magic.
Client Testimonial

 Cost Tracking
 Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

Integrate into EQuIS workflows
SPM (task creation and tracking) supports the EQuIS
workflow and integrates with the EQuIS Data Gathering
Engine (EDGE) field application . Tasks planned in SPM
can be loaded to EDGE to direct field activities. This
reduces human errors since all samples, locations, and
facility information are exported from SPM via an EDD with
a predefined format. SPM can then import the EDD into a
pre-populated EDGE data entry form. Once you collect the
data you can generate an EDD and open it in EDP to review
and correct before loading to EQuIS. SPM documents the
complete cycle with tracking reports.
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EQuIS™ Sample Planning Module (SPM)
Track Tasks on a calendar and generate a
variety of reports:
 Bottle Request Forms and Bottle Labels (with






Eliminate Data Entry Errors
Pre-populated EDGE data entry forms ensure
planned field and laboratory tasks are gathered
accurately and rapidly, eliminating data errors and
saving time.







barcodes)
Task Detail Reports: Review task details prior to field
events
Work Request Summary: Task summaries and
instructions for field staff
CoCs and eCoCs: Generates automatically from
completed samples
Cost Summaries: Lists costs per event based on lab
contracts
Completeness Reports: Compares actual vs. planned
activities
Calendars: export calendar views in Outlook or other
calendar applications. View, manage, and export
planned activities; see at a glance who, what, and
where tasks are scheduled
Status Check: Generates a list of all planned and
unplanned tasks and activities by status (incomplete,
complete, unplanned)
Notifications: Set automatic notifications via email
 Active Planned Tasks

 New Locations

 Incomplete Lab Results

 Past Max Turnaround Time

 Land Access

 Rejected EDDs

 Late Results

 Resample Requests

 Reporting Limits Validation

 Samples by Type

 Overdue Results, SDGs, and
SRNs

 Upcoming Scheduled Tasks

Completeness Report

Produce Chain of Custodies (COCs)
& Bottle Labels
Pre-populate the electronic CoCs and bottle labels
with facilities, labs, billings, and reporting
information, along with all of the planned samples for
sampling events. The eCoCs can be customized
without any updates or changes to SPM.

Own the workflow,
make better decisions
SPM is licensed in the EQuIS Professional PremierD, PremierDG and Premier Ultimate Libraries
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